‘As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame’

‘... like each tucked ______ tells, each hung ______
Bow ______ finds tongue to fling out ______ its name;
Each _______ thing does one _____ and the same:’

‘Christ—for Christ plays in ______ thousand places,
Lovely in ______, and lovely in ______ not his
To the Father through the __________ of men’s faces.’

‘Binsey Poplars’

‘O if we but ______ what we do
When we ______ or hew—
Hack and ______ the growing ________!’

‘Strokes of ______ únselve
The sweet _______ scene,
_______scene, a rural _______,
_________ especial rural scene.’

‘Pied Beauty’

‘Glory be to ______ for dappled __________—
For skies of couple-________ as a brinded _______;’

‘With swift, slow; ______, sour; adazzle, ______;
He fathers-forth whose ______ is past change:
Praise _______.’

‘No Worst, There is None’

‘Comforter, where, where is your __________?
Mary, mother of _____, where is your relief?’

‘O the __________, mind has mountains; _____ of fall
Frightful, __________, no-man-fathomed.’
'God's Grandeur'

‘Generations have ______, ______ trod, have trod;  
And all is seared with _______; bleared, ____________ with toil;’

‘And though the last ______ off the black ______ went  
Oh, morning, at the ________ brink eastward, ______—’

'Hurrahing in Harvest'

‘And the azurous ______ hills are his ______-wielding shoulder  
Majestic—as a ________ stalwart, very-________-sweet!—’

‘I _____, I lift ____, I ____ up heart, eyes,  
Down all that ______ in the heavens to glean our ___________;’

'Spring'

‘Nothing is so __________ as spring—’  
When weeds, in ________, shoot long and __________ and lush;’

‘What is all this ______and all this _______?  
A _________ of the earth's sweet being in the beginning  
In _________ garden.’

'Spring and Fall'

‘Margaret, are you __________  
Over __________________ unleaving?  
Leaves, like the things of __________, you  
With your _________ thoughts care for, can you?’

‘It is the blight man was __________ for,  
It is ____________ you mourn for.’

'Carrion Comfort'

‘Not, I'll not, ________ comfort, Despair, __________feast on thee;’

‘That __________, that year  
Of now done __________ I wretch lay wrestling with (____ God!) my  
___________.’
'Harry Ploughman'

'Hard as hurdle _______, with a broth of goldish _______
Breathed round; the rack of ________; the scooped _____________;

'He leans to it, Harry __________, look. Back, elbow, and liquid ________
In him, all __________ to the wallowing o’ the plough: ’s ________ crims; curls
Wag or crossbridle,'

'Tom's Garland'

'Low be it: __________ he his low lot (feel
That ne’er need ____________, Tom; Tom seldom sick,
Seldomer ______________;’

‘This, by ____________, bred Hangdog _________; by Rage,
Manwolf; ____________; and their ______________ infest the age.’

'I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day'

‘And my lament
Is cries ____________, cries like dead ______________ sent
To ________________ him that lives alas! away.’

‘I am ____________, I am heartburn. God's most ___________ decree
Bitter would have me _____________’

'The Starlight Night'

‘O look at all the __________-folk sitting in the __________!
The bright boroughs, the circle-___________ there!’

‘This piece-bright paling shuts the _____________
Christ home, ____________ and his mother and all his ______________.’

'The Windhover'

‘My heart in __________
Stirred for a ________,—the achieve of; the ______________ of the thing!’

‘Brute __________ and valour and act, oh, air, __________, plume, here
Buckle! AND the fire that __________ from thee then, a __________
Times told __________, more dangerous, O my chevalier!’
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‘Felix Randal’

‘Who have watched his _________ of man, big-boned and hardy-__________
Pining, __________, till time when reason rambled in it and some
Fatal four disorders, __________ there, all contended?’

My __________ had taught thee comfort, touch had quenched thy __________,
Thy tears that touched my ________, child, Felix, poor Felix Randal;’

‘That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire …’

‘Squandering ooze to ________ ' dough, crust, dust; stanches, starches
Squadroned masks and ___________ ' treadmire toil there’

‘Across my ___________ deck shone
A beacon, an eternal beam.’ Flesh __________, and mortal trash
Fall to the __________ worm;’

‘Patience, hard thing! the hard thing but to pray’

‘Patience masks
Our ruins of ___________ past purpose.’

‘We hear our hearts __________ on themselves: it kills
To bruise them __________. Yet the rebellious wills
Of us we do bid __________ bend to him even so.’

‘My own heart let me more have pity on; let’

‘I cast for comfort I can no more get
By groping round my ____________, than blind
Eyes in their ___________ can day or thirst can find
Thirst ‘s all-in-all in ___________ a world of wet.’

‘let joy __________
At God knows when to __________ knows what;’

‘The May Magnificat’

‘Their magnifying of each its __________
With __________ calls to mind
How she did in her stored
Magnify the ___________.’

‘And ________ and blossom swell
In sod or __________ or shell.’